
THESIS COPYRIGHT STATEMENT

It contains few samples regarding copyright statements for any thesis/dissertation submission.

You own your own work As a student, you own copyright in your own work. You can ask us to stop using
your information, including when we use your information to send you emails or promotional notifications
concerning our services. General 1. These networks allow us to target our promotions to you by using data
matching, demographic data, your stated or inferred interests and your browsing activity on our website,
which is tracked over time by automated means such as cookies, web server logs and web beacons. A
dissertation submitted to the faculty at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill in partial fulfillment of
the requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in the School of Education Cultural Studies and
Literacies. That would mean that people will have the ability to download it to read privately but won't be able
to share it, build upon it, give excerpts to a class, etc. We collect information on the type of device you are
using, its operating system, browser type and version and other information to enable us to ensure that our
website operates properly with your device. Send out your requests for permission as early as possible. The
article is likely to be archived and referenced in a number of archives and repositories. We intend to
participate in advertising networks administered by third parties, such as Google, Facebook, Twitter and
LinkedIn. The information we collect about your professional activities enables us to ensure that only relevant
invitations are sent to you Identify and disambiguate. In most cases, publishers will allow for journal articles
and book chapters to be included in manuscript style theses without additional permissions. Infringement of
Your Rights We believe in respecting the rights of all, including rights granted by law and those generally
accepted in academia. Frontiers uses cookies. It also protects you, as the copyright holder, from anyone
claiming innocent infringement or unintentional violation of copyright. What will you or they publish based
on the research? You are responsible for maintaining the security of your password. What will constitute a
substantial part of a work is assessed from a quantitative and qualitative point of view. This space must
contain the following: A statement that the material has been removed because of copyright restrictions A
description of the material and the information it contained A full citation of the original source of the material
Example: Figure 3 has been removed due to copyright restrictions. If so, it's important to follow their
instructions exactly, word for word. Keep copies of request letters and all correspondence. Restrictions on
Your Rights As a user, registered or not, you may use all open functionalities of the Frontiers websites if you
comply with all our terms. These records are considered legal documents and should be retained for as long as
your thesis is protected by copyright or it remains on open access. Deadline for Bringing Claims Any claim
against Frontiers must be brought within one year of your becoming aware of the existence of that claim. Use
the advisor's name only; do not include any professional titles such as PhD, Professor, or Dr. You may also
prevent Google from collecting and storing information in cookies, from storing information about your use of
the website including your IP address and from processing such information by downloading and installing the
browser plug-in available here. Any content posted by you may be commented on, copied, quoted and linked
to by others. See the section Licences permissions you grant as an authors and the Copyright Statement for
more information. See Section I of this Guide and the sample copyright page for the format of this notice.
Examples of insubstantial use include selected sentences, paragraphs, verses or choruses from an article, book,
poem or song.


